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Myosins generate force and motion by precisely coordinating
their mechanical and chemical cycles, but the nature and timing
of this coordination remains controversial. We utilized a FRET
approach to examine the kinetics of structural changes in the
force-generating lever arm in myosin V. We directly compared
the FRET results with single-molecule mechanical events examined by optical trapping. We introduced a mutation (S217A) in
the conserved switch I region of the active site to examine how
myosin couples structural changes in the actin- and nucleotidebinding regions with force generation. Specifically, S217A
enhanced the maximum rate of lever arm priming (recovery
stroke) while slowing ATP hydrolysis, demonstrating that it
uncouples these two steps. We determined that the mutation
dramatically slows both actin-induced rotation of the lever arm
(power stroke) and phosphate release (10-fold), whereas our
simulations suggest that the maximum rate of both steps is
unchanged by the mutation. Time-resolved FRET revealed that
the structure of the pre– and post–power stroke conformations
and mole fractions of these conformations were not altered by
the mutation. Optical trapping results demonstrated that
S217A does not dramatically alter unitary displacements or
slow the working stroke rate constant, consistent with the mutation disrupting an actin-induced conformational change prior
to the power stroke. We propose that communication between
the actin- and nucleotide-binding regions of myosin assures a
proper actin-binding interface and active site have formed
before producing a power stroke. Variability in this coupling is
likely crucial for mediating motor-based functions such as muscle contraction and intracellular transport.

Understanding how motor proteins such as myosin couple
structural changes in their ATPase cycle with mechanical force
is a fundamental question in biophysics. Indeed, the actomyosin ATPase mechanism is utilized for many different mechanical tasks in cells including muscle contraction, cell division, and
organelle transport (1). The large family of myosins, which
includes over 20 classes and more than 40 different human
genes, is defined by a structurally conserved motor domain and
uses a conserved ATPase cycle to convert chemical energy
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from ATP hydrolysis into mechanical work (2–4). A detailed
understanding of the structural and functional aspects of the
myosin ATPase pathway will enhance our ability to utilize myosins as drug targets to treat various genetic and pathological
diseases (5).
The lever arm hypothesis suggests that myosins generate
force by coupling specific conformational changes in the active
site to large conformational changes in the actin-binding and
lever arm regions (4, 6–8). The lever arm domain consists of a
single a-helix that extends from the motor and binds a variety
of calmodulin or calmodulin-like light chains. When myosin is
bound to actin, its cytoskeletal track, the rotation of the lever
arm can produce a power stroke that drives actin filament sliding or allows myosin to walk along actin filaments. A key question in the field is how does actin binding trigger the dramatic
acceleration in the release of the products of ATP hydrolysis,
specifically phosphate release, which can be accelerated over
1000-fold (9, 10), and how this is coupled to force production
(i.e. lever arm rotation when myosin is bound to its track).
There have been many approaches to addressing this question,
including X-ray crystallography (4), solution biochemical analysis (10), single-molecule mechanical studies (11–13), and muscle mechanics studies (14, 15).
The challenge is to integrate all of the results in the literature
into a model that describes the sequence of events associated
with actin-binding, lever arm rotation (referred to as the power
stroke), and force generation (referred to as the working
stroke). Structural studies have defined two main conformations of the lever arm, the pre–power stroke state, in which
ATP or the products of ATP hydrolysis are tightly bound to the
active site, and a post–power stroke state, in which ADP or no
nucleotide is bound (16). Crystallography results on myosin VI
have provided insight into the phosphate release mechanism by
demonstrating evidence of the escape route of phosphate
through a phosphate tunnel or back door (17). Based on the
crystallography studies, as well as other results in the literature,
this group proposed that myosin binding to actin triggers structural changes in the active site that allow phosphate to be
released through the back door. They propose that once phosphate is transitioned from the active site into the tunnel, strong
actin binding and lever arm swing can occur and then finally
phosphate leaves the tunnel into solution (4). Therefore, in this
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Results
S217A mutation in myosin V
The switch I region of the active site, which shares homology
with other P-loop ATPases including kinesin and G-proteins,
consists of a consensus motif (NXXSSR) (Fig. 1A) (23). Mutating the first serine in this motif was found to reduce but not
abolish actin-activated ATPase and in vitro motility in myosin
II (24, 25). Another study examined the impact of mutating this
residue (S217A) in myosin V using steady-state and transient
kinetic analysis as well as single-molecule motility (26), but optical trapping and structural kinetics were not examined. Thus,
we introduced the S217A point mutation into a construct of
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Figure 1. Actin-activated ATPase activity of S217A. A, the S217A mutation
is located in switch I, a conserved region of the active site (see close-up of
active site). The location of the fluorescent probes used for monitoring lever
arm rotation are also highlighted with the lever arm in the pre– (Protein Data
Bank entry IVOM) and post–power stroke (Protein Data Bank entry 1OE9)
positions. The N-terminal FlAsH label served as a donor for QSY labeled at
T110C of calmodulin bound to the first IQ motif of myosin V (structural model
was generated using Chimera). B, actin-activated ATPase was monitored as a
function of actin concentration, and data were fit to Michaelis–Menten
kinetics (summarized in Table 1). Error bars represent the standard deviation
from at least three separate protein preparations.

myosin V contained a single IQ motif (MV), N-terminal tetracysteine tag, and C-terminal Myc and FLAG tags (18, 22, 27–
29). For experiments utilizing FRET to measure lever arm rotation, we labeled MV with the tetracysteine-based dye FlAsH
and exchanged QSY-CaM onto the first IQ motif (MV-F.QSYCaM) (Fig. 1A) (18, 22). The measurements not involving FRET
were done with unlabeled WT and S217A in KMg50 buffer (10
mM imidazole, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM EGTA, and 1
mM DTT), whereas the FRET measurements were performed
with MV-F.QSY-CaM in KMg50 buffer with 1 mM TCEP
instead of DTT. In our previous work we demonstrated that
our fluorescence labeling strategy had a slight impact on
steady-state ATPase and in vitro motility (,2-fold) because of
a reduction in the ADP release rate constant, whereas other
steps in the ATPase cycle were unchanged (18).
Steady-state motor properties
We examined S217A compared with WT using actin-activated
ATPase assays in KMg50 buffer at 25 °C (Fig. 1B) (18, 22). S217A
reduced the maximum rate of actin-activated ATPase (kcat) 3–4-
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model, only when myosin is tightly bound to its track does it
trigger the movement of the force-generating lever arm and
allow the release of phosphate, a highly irreversible step in the
absence of load. Consequently, studies that have directly measured the lever arm rotation by FRET in real time demonstrated
that the power stroke occurs before the release of phosphate is
observed (18–20). In addition, recent ultra-fast optical trapping
studies on myosin II suggest that the power stroke and
observed working stroke occur rapidly after attachment to
actin, without any delay that might be caused by an intermediate with phosphate in the tunnel (21). Both models suggest that
the power stroke and strong actin binding are tightly coupled.
There are several key questions that remain to test current
models. Foremost is defining structural changes in the active
site that are triggered by attachment to actin and required for
the power stroke and phosphate release. Carefully chosen point
mutations designed to inhibit the lever arm rotation or phosphate release could provide a powerful test of these models. It is
also unclear whether all myosins follow the same sequence of
events or whether there are variations within the myosin family
that are important for tuning myosins for their biological
function.
We have developed a method of measuring the rotation of
the lever arm in myosin V in real time using FRET, which
involves labeling myosin V containing a single IQ motif with
FlAsH at its N terminus and exchanging QSY-labeled calmodulin at the first IQ motif (18). We directly measured lever arm
rotation in the recovery and power stroke steps of the myosin V
ATPase cycle and found that the power stroke occurs in two
steps: a rapid step that is faster than phosphate release and a
slower step that occurs before ADP release (18, 22). In the current paper we use a point mutation in the conserved switch I
region of the active site to demonstrate the coupling between
the actin- and nucleotide-binding regions during the power
stroke and phosphate release steps. We also characterized the
impact of the mutation in single-molecule mechanics and
kinetics in an optical trapping assay. Our results have led to a
model suggesting that the transition from a weak-binding state
to an initial force-bearing state requires structural changes in
the active site and that these actin-induced structural changes
are crucial for triggering the power stroke. Thus, generating the
myosin power stroke requires priming the key structural elements for force generation; actin-binding region, active site,
and lever arm.
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Table 1
Summary of steady-state and transient kinetic results
Steady-state ATPase values (6S.E.), n = 4a
v0 (s21)
kcat (s21)
KATPase (mM)

S217A

0.05 6 0.06
11.3 6 0.6
1.8 6 0.4

0.01 6 0.01
3.3 6 0.5b
9.6 6 1.5b

1.8 6 0.3
196 6 45
343 6 31

2.9 6 0.9
3.2 6 1.3d
9.3 6 0.5d

1.7 6 0.2
577 6 172
1003 6 157

0.4 6 0.1b
918 6 224
404 6 60

479 6 14
191 6 16
32 6 3
6.7 6 0.4

906 6 50b
470 6 53b
17 6 1b
0.6 6 0.1

19.4 6 4.0h
206 6 34h

0.9 6 0.1
N.D.

19.4 6 0.9
417 6 95
94 6 36

0.9 6 0.1d
N.D.
N.D.

25.2 6 1.8

46.1 6 6.0d

a

Steady-state ATPase measurements.
b
p , 0.01.
c
Intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence.
d
p , 0.0001.
e
Pyrene actin.
f
FRET.
g
MDCC-PBP fluorescence.
h
The data are from Ref. 22.
i
mantADP fluorescence.

Scheme 1

fold and increased the KATPase (the actin concentration at which
ATPase is half-maximal) 5-fold (Fig. 1B and Table 1), which was
similar to the previous myosin V study (26).
Transient and structural kinetic properties
We performed transient and structural kinetic analysis to
determine how the S217A mutation impacts the key structural
and biochemical transitions in the myosin ATPase cycle. The
data were analyzed based on the established kinetic scheme
(Scheme 1) of the ATPase cycle also utilized in recent manuscripts (18, 22). In Scheme 1, the rate constants going from left to
right are indicated with a positive subscript (e.g. k1i), whereas
those going right to left have a negative subscript (e.g. k2i).
The rate of ATP binding and hydrolysis in the absence of
actin was measured by mixing MV 1IQ with varying concentrations of ATP and monitoring the enhancement in tryptophan
fluorescence (Fig. S1). The data were fit to a hyperbolic func-

tion, and the maximum rate of tryptophan fluorescence change
was determined, which is thought to report the ATP hydrolysis
rate constant (k1H1k2H). The second-order binding constant
for ATP binding to myosin can be obtained by determining the
slope of linear portion of the curve a low ATP concentrations
(K1Tk12T). We found that S217A reduces the maximum rate of
ATP hydrolysis 40-fold while slightly enhancing the secondorder binding constant for ATP binding to myosin (Fig. S1 and
Table 1).
ATP binding to myosin triggers movement of the lever arm
into the pre–power stroke state (recovery stroke), which is important for priming myosin for force generation. The rate of
the recovery stroke was examined by monitoring the FRET signal associated with the FlAsH-QSY donor–acceptor pair upon
mixing MV-F:QSY-CaM with varying concentrations of ATP
(Fig. 2, A–C). The FlAsH fluorescence increase was best fit to a
two-exponential function at most ATP concentrations (Fig.
2C). The amplitude of the fast phase dominated the signal (90%
J. Biol. Chem. (2020) 295(51) 17383–17397
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Rate/equilibrium constants (6S.E.)
ATP binding/hydrolysis (myosin), n = 3c
K1Tk12T (mM21·s21)
K0.5 (mM)
k1H 1 k2H (maximum rate, s21)
ATP binding (actomyosin), n = 3e
K´1Tk´12T (mM21·s21)
K0.5 (mM)
k´12T (s21)
Recovery stroke, n = 3f
k1RCF (fast phase, maximum rate, s21)
K0.5 (mM)
k1RCS (slow phase, maximum rate, s21)
Pyrene actin binding: M.ADP.Pi (mM21·s21), n = 1e
Actin-activated phosphate release, n = 1g
KAssoc 3 k1Pi(actin concentration dependence, mM21·s21)
k1Pi (maximum rate, s21)
Power stroke, n = 3f
KAssoc 3 kPWF (actin concentration dependence, mM21·s21)
k1PWF (fast phase, maximum rate, s21)
k1PWS (slow phase, maximum rate, s21)
Actomyosin ADP Release, n = 5
k´1D (s21)i

WT
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or greater) in both S217A and WT. By fitting the fast and slow
rate constants to a hyperbolic function, we determined that
S217A increases the maximum rate of the fast recovery stroke
rate constant (k1RCF) (Fig. 2A), whereas the slow phase of the
recovery stroke (k1RCS) (Fig. 2B) was fairly similar to WT.
Because the slower phase of the recovery stroke represents a
small fraction of the total signal, we have not attempted to
include this transition in our kinetic modeling.
Myosin adopts a weak actin-binding conformation upon
binding to ATP that dramatically weakens its affinity for actin.
Pyrene actin is quenched when myosin is tightly bound to actin,
and upon ATP binding there is an increase in pyrene fluorescence that can be used to monitor the rate of ATP binding and
maximum rate of transition into the weak binding states (Fig.
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Figure 2. Structural kinetic measurements of the recovery stroke. The recovery stroke was measured by mixing MV-F.QSY-CaM with varying concentrations of ATP and monitoring the enhancement in donor fluorescence. The
fluorescence transients were best fit by a two-exponential function at most
ATP concentrations, whereas the fast phase was more than 90% of the fluorescent signal. A and B, the fast phase (A) and the slow phase (B) of the fluorescence transients were hyperbolically dependent on ATP concentration. C,
representative fluorescence transients with S217A at four different ATP concentrations. The rate constants (6S.E.) of the fast phase were 11.6 6 0.2,
24.1 6 0.2, 45.5 6 0.3, and 81.9 6 0.4 s21 at 5, 12.5, 25, and 50 mM ATP, respectively, whereas the slow phase ranged between 5 and 10 s21. The data points
in A and B represent means 6 S.D. from three separate experiments with
three separate protein preparations.

S2). In S217A the fluorescence transients were best fit to a twoexponential function, and the fast phase was ;70% of the signal, whereas in WT most transients were single-exponential.
We found that S217A decreases the maximum rate of ATPinduced transition into the weak binding states (k´12T) (2-fold)
and second-order rate constant (K´1Tk´12T) for ATP binding
(4-fold) (Fig. S2 and Table 1). The slower phase of the ATPinduced dissociation transients may be associated with an
isomerization prior to ATP binding found in other myosins
(30).
The power stroke and phosphate release rate constants are
accelerated when myosin with the products of ATP hydrolysis
in the active site (M.ADP.Pi) binds to actin (Fig. 3). We performed sequential mix experiments to examine the actin-activated power stroke and phosphate release rate constants. We
monitored the FRET signal upon mixing MV-F.QSY-CaM with
substoichiometric ATP, allowing the reaction to age for 20 s
and then mixing with varying concentrations of actin. The
FlAsH fluorescence transients used to monitor the change in
FRET were best fit by a two-exponential function (Fig. 3C). In
WT, the fast and slow power stroke rate constants were hyperbolically dependent on actin concentration as we previously
reported (18, 22) (Fig. 3A). The fast and slow phases of the
FRET transients were linearly dependent on actin concentration in S217A (Fig. 3B). Although the maximum rate of the fast
power stroke was not determined for S217A, the actin dependence of the fast power stroke rate constant was found to be 20fold slower in S217A than WT (KAssoc 3 kPWF = 0.9 6 0.1 versus
19.4 6 0.9 mM21·s21, respectively). Similarly, the slow power
stroke was 5-fold slower at 30 mM actin in S217A compared
with WT.
We examined the phosphate release rate constant using
unlabeled MV constructs and a sequential mix setup identical
to that described above, except that the phosphate-binding
protein was present, which allowed phosphate release to be
measured as a function of actin concentration. The phosphate
release transients were best fit by a single-exponential burst (Pi
release) followed by a second slow phase (prehydrolysis intermediates) (Fig. 3D). In WT, the phosphate release rate constant
was hyperbolically dependent on actin concentration and significantly slower than the fast power stroke rate constant (22)
(Fig. 3A and Table 1). However, the rate constant of the phosphate burst was linearly dependent on actin concentration in
S217A (KAssoc 3 k1Pi = 0.9 6 0.1 mM21·s21) and nearly identical to the fast power stroke rate constant (Fig. 3B).
The dramatic decrease in the actin dependence of the power
stroke and phosphate release of S217A prompted us to directly
measure the rate of binding to actin in the M.ADP.Pi state (Fig.
4). We performed a sequential mix experiment in which myosin was first mixed with ATP (10 mM), aged for 20 s to allow
ATP binding and hydrolysis, and then mixed with varying concentrations of pyrene actin (5–10-fold excess over myosin) and
saturating ADP (0.5 mM ADP, included to prevent multiple
turnovers). The fluorescence transients were fit to a single-exponential function at all pyrene actin concentrations. The rate
of pyrene actin quenching was linearly dependent on actin concentration, and the slope of the linear dependence was 10-fold
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decreased in S217A (0.6 6 0.1 mM21·s21) compared with WT
(6.7 6 0.4 mM21·s21).
After the power stroke and phosphate release occur, myosin
with ADP bound remains tightly bound to actin until ADP is
released and ATP-induced dissociation occurs. We examined
the ADP release rate constant in acto-MV using mantADP. A
complex of acto-MV (0.5 mM) and mantADP (10 mM) was
mixed with excess ATP (1 mM). The mantADP fluorescence
decrease was used to determine the ADP release rate constant
and was fit to a single-exponential function. We found that the
mantADP release rate constant (k´1D) was 2-fold faster in
S217A compared with WT (Table 1).
We performed kinetic simulations using Kintek Explorer
software, which allowed us to fit fluorescence transients from
the power stroke and phosphate release experiments to the kinetic model in Scheme 1 (Fig. S3). The rate constants used in
the simulations are shown in Table S1. We also generated synthetic data of the power stroke and phosphate release transients
using the kinetic model and fit the synthetic data to an appropriate exponential function, which allowed us to create a simulated data set of the power stroke and phosphate release in WT
and S217A (Fig. S4). The synthetically generated data were similar to the experimental data. We also generated actin-activated
ATPase curves using the kinetic model that were similar to our
experimental data (Fig. S5). Interestingly, the experimental
data fit well to a kinetic model in which S217A does not alter
the maximum rate of the fast power stroke (k´PWF) or phos-

phate release (k´Pi), demonstrating that the mutation slows
actin dependence of these steps by altering the actin association
step (KAssoc). Overall, our kinetic models support the conclusion that the S217A mutant alters several steps in the ATPase
cycle including ATP-induced dissociation (2-fold), hydrolysis
(40-fold), and ADP release (2-fold), which was also demonstrated in the Forgacs et al. study (26). One difference between
the two studies is that the maximum rate of phosphate release
was slowed ;10-fold in the work of Forgacs et al. (26) (16 s21
versus 198 s21, respectively) without changing the actin dependence of Pi release, whereas in our study we found the
S217A mutation weakened the actin dependence of Pi release
(20-fold). The Forgacs et al. (26) study was done at lower ionic
strength and temperature, and the affinity of myosin for actin
in the M.ADP.Pi state is known to be ionic strength dependent
(see “Discussion”). Thus, our current results with S217A are
quite consistent with previous studies and suggest that the
main impact of the mutation is on the hydrolysis and actin-activated Pi release steps.
Transient time-resolved FRET
To quantitate the effect of the S217A mutation on the distribution of structural states within MV, we utilized transient
time-resolved FRET (TR2FRET, Fig. 5). A 5000-Hz pulsed laser
and subnanosecond detection of the resulting fluorescence
transients from MV-F.QSY-CaM samples for both WT and
S217A in various biochemical states were acquired following
J. Biol. Chem. (2020) 295(51) 17383–17397
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Figure 3. Structural kinetic measurements of the power stroke compared with phosphate release. The power stroke was monitored by examining donor fluorescence quenching after mixing MV-F.QSY-CaM first with ATP, aging the reaction for 20 s to allow hydrolysis, and then mixing with varying concentrations of actin. A, in WT, the fluorescence transients were best fit by a two-exponential function, and both the fast (kFast Power) and slow (kSlow Power) phases of
the power stroke were hyperbolically dependent on actin concentration (previous experiments reported in Refs 18 and 22 were included as part of the data
set). The phosphate release rate constant was also monitored with nearly identical conditions as above except the presence of MDCC-PBP allowed detection
of the change in Pi concentration (data are from Ref. 22). B, in S217A, the fluorescence transients were also best fit by a two-exponential function, whereas the
rate constants of the fast and slow phases were linearly dependent on actin concentration. The phosphate release rate constants were nearly identical to the
fast power stroke rate constants in S217A. C, representative fluorescence transients from the power-stroke experiments in S217A (2.5-30 mM) (kFast Power =
26.1 6 0.4 s21, kSlow Power = 9.5 6 0.1 s21 at 30 mM actin, 6S.E.) and WT (30 mM) (kFast Power = 302.0 6 5.1 s21, kSlow Power = 54.9 6 3.4 s21 at 30 mM actin, 6S.E.). D,
representative fluorescence transients of the phosphate release transients in S217A fit to a two-exponential function (kPi = 5.6 6 0.1, 9.8 6 0.1, 19.1 6 0.1,
26.6 6 0.1 s21, 6S.E. with a slow phase between 0.5-2 s21 at 5, 10, 20, 30 mM actin). The data points in A and B represent means 6 S.D. from at least three separate experiments with three separate protein preparations.
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rapid stopped-flow mixing (Fig. S6). The multiexponential fluorescence waveforms that were acquired were globally fit to a
two-Gaussian distance distribution, as reported in our previous
publications (18, 22). The two distances of this structural model
closely match those predicted from available crystallographic
studies, consistent with our previous studies (Table 2) (18, 22).
For both the WT and S217A samples in various biochemical
states, the mole fractions of molecules in either the pre–power
stroke or post–power stroke structural states were allowed to
vary. The fluorescence intensity and lifetime changes from the
recovery stroke experiments (Fig. 5A and Fig. S7A) are best fit
to a mole fraction change from one distance to the other following the stopped-flow mix, from MV in the absence of nucleotide or actin (M(apo)) to MV with hydrolyzed ATP bound (M.
ADP.Pi). Similarly, the fluorescence intensity and lifetime
changes from the power-stroke experiments (Fig. 5A and Fig.
S7B) are best fit as a mole fraction change between the two fit
distance distributions from MV with hydrolyzed ATP bound
(M.ADP.Pi) to MV bound to actin with excess ADP present (A.
M.D). The mole fraction information and the two-Gaussian
distance distribution is plotted for both WT and S217A (Fig. 5
and Table 3). The S217A mutation does not affect either the
interprobe distances in either structural state or the mole fraction of MV molecules occupying these states for any of the bio-
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Figure 5. Transient time-resolved FRET measurements. Time-resolved
intermolecular FRET within MV-F:QSY-CaM was acquired with 125-ps resolution following excitation with a 5000-Hz pulsed laser. The fluorescence transients for three biochemical states were best fit globally to a two-Gaussian
distance distribution corresponding to the two lever arm orientations of the
myosin motor protein in its pre– and post–power stroke states (19). A, the
mole fraction of the post–power stroke structural state for each biochemical
state was fit separately for WT (blue) and S217A (red). For the recovery stroke
experiment, the corresponding mole fraction change between lever arm orientations is the change from M(apo) to M.D.P. The mole fraction change
between the two lever arm orientations for the power-stroke experiment is
the change from M.D.P to A.M.D. B and C, the mole fraction information from
A and the two-Gaussian distance distribution is plotted for both WT (B) and
S217A (C) (see also Table 2). The peak-center and full-width half-maximum
for each distance distribution are shown (see also Table 3).

chemical states acquired. The kinetics of lever arm rotation
determined by TR2FRET demonstrate that S217A enhances
the recovery stroke rate constant (Fig. S7A) and slows actin
activation of the power stroke (Fig. S7B), similar to the results
we observed by stopped-flow FRET (Figs. 2 and 3). The
observed TR2FRET power stroke rate constants were best fit by
a single-exponential function, likely because the experiment
was not performed with a sequential mix setup as was done in
the stopped-flow FRET experiments.
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Figure 4. Pyrene actin binding in the M.ADP.Pi state. The rate of pyrene
actin quenching was monitored with a sequential mix experiment similar
to that described in Fig. 3, such that myosin with the hydrolyzed products
in the active site (M.ADP.Pi) was mixed with varying concentrations of pyrene actin. A, the rate of pyrene actin quenching was linearly dependent
on the pyrene actin concentration and ;10-fold slower in the S217A mutant compared with WT. B, representative fluorescence transients of pyrene actin quenching (3 mM pyrene actin and 0.5 mM M.ADP.Pi) fit to a
single-exponential function (kobs=20.5 6 0.3 or 1.6 6 0.1 s21 in WT and
S217A, respectively).
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Table 2
Transient time-resolved FRET parameters
The transient time-resolved FRET parameters were determined by simultaneously fitting a two-Gaussian distance distribution model to power stroke and recovery stroke data. The error estimates are 667% confidence interval determined
by error plane analysis. All parameters were fit globally.
Post–power stroke Gaussian
Construct
WT
S217A

D1
35.9 6 1.4

FWHM1
26.8 6 4.5

Pre–power stroke Gaussian
D2
64.0 6 0.4

FWHM2
19.6 6 2.5

Table 3
Mole fractions of MV lever arm orientation in the post–power stroke
state

Construct
Nucleotide state
M
A.M.D
M.D.Pi

WT

S217A

0.81 6 0.01
0.78 6 0.01
0.20 6 0.02

0.81 6 0.01
0.74 6 0.05
0.18 6 0.03

Discussion
In the current study we used a point mutation (S217A) in a
conserved region of the active site of myosins to examine how myosin coordinates structural changes in the active site with structural changes in the lever arm region. We found that the S217A
mutation can uncouple the lever arm rotation during the recovery
stroke with the chemical step of ATP hydrolysis, clearly demonstrating that these are two separate events in the ATPase cycle. In
addition, we found that the S217A mutation slows actin activation
of lever arm rotation and Pi release but does not dramatically slow
the rate of the working stroke in the optical trapping assay. This
suggests that the mutation slows an actin-dependent step that
occurs prior to the power stroke and Pi release. We propose that
the actin-dependent step is a transition after the initial electrostatic weak binding between actin and myosin but before the transition to the tightly bound closed actin-binding cleft state that is
coupled to lever arm rotation and force production.
Impact of S217A on overall enzymatic, structural, and
mechanical properties

Optical trapping
Both the WT and S217A constructs were adhered to a nitrocellulose-coated coverslip via an anti-Myc antibody in buffer
conditions similar to our studies of myosin II (60 mM KCl, 1
mM EGTA, 4 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, and 100 mM ATP at pH
7.0). A single actin filament attached to silica beads held in two
optical traps was brought into contact with a single myosin
molecule in the presence of 100 mM ATP. Upon strongly binding to the actin filament, myosin causes a reduction in the
Brownian motion and a displacement driven by the rotation of
the lever arm, i.e. working stroke (Fig. 6). Because of Brownian
forces experienced by the bead–actin–bead assembly when
unbound, unitary displacements can be positive or negative,
but the center of the distribution reflects the average unitary
displacement (31). Based on several hundred single-molecule
binding events for WT (n = 352) and S217A (n = 428), we found
that the average unitary displacement was slightly different for
the WT and S217A (3 6 0.4 and 5 6 0.4 nm, respectively) (Fig.
S8). However, the average lifetime of the binding events was
less than half as long for the S217A versus WT (107 6 17 versus
251 6 39 ms) (Fig. S8), which is relatively consistent with the
faster ADP release results in solution (Table 1). We also examined the rate constant of the working stroke in the optical trap
(e.g. overall transition from the weakly/unbound, pre–power
stroke state, to the strongly bound, post–power stroke state) by
ensemble averaging the positive displacement events (Fig. 6).
The rate constant was only slightly different for WT (629 6 30
s21) and S217A (867 6 50 s21), suggesting that in both constructs the working stroke is very rapid, occurring at a rate of at
least 600–800.s21. The y intercepts of the ensemble averaging
demonstrated very similar positive displacement values for WT
versus S217A (6.9 6 0.1 versus 6.6 6 0.1 nm). We also did not
observe a difference in the frequency of binding events for the

Our transient kinetic characterization demonstrates that the
S217A mutation slows the ATP hydrolysis and actin-activated
phosphate release rate constants but accelerates the actomyosin ADP release rate constant. The results are consistent with a
previous study of the mutation in mouse myosin VA (26).
Therefore, the predominant steady-state intermediates are
changed from the actomyosin·ADP state in WT MV to the M.
ATP and M.ADP.Pi states in S217A, suggesting that the rates of
ATP hydrolysis (k1H 1 k-H) and attachment to actin (k1Assoc)
are rate-limiting in the mutant. We also calculated the duty ratio based on the equation outlined in Forgacs et al. (26) and
found that the mutant reduces the duty ratio ;6-fold (0.15 and
0.89, respectively). Our single-molecule optical trapping results
suggest that the S217A mutation does not alter the positive unitary displacements but decreases the attached lifetime (Table
S3). The attached lifetime is longer than expected for both WT
and S217A based on the ADP release rate constants measured
in solution (Table S3), which could be due to the lower temperature of the optical trapping experiments, the mant fluorophore
altering the ADP release rate constants in solution, and/or the
impact of mechanical load in the optical trap. However, the
trend of a 2-fold shorter attached time in S217A is consistent
with the 2-fold faster ADP release rate constant measured in
solution. Ensemble averaging of the single-molecule records
suggests that the displacement generated by the working stroke
occurred at a rate of at least 600–800 s21 and was only slightly
different in WT and S217A MV (Fig. 6). The working stroke
rate constants are likely an underestimate because the measured rate is limited by the viscous forces acting to slow the velocity of the 1-mm microsphere moving through solution (32).
Thus, it is likely that the working stroke occurs at .1000 s21
and therefore would be consistent with the rates of 700–5000
s21 observed under resistive loads in skeletal (33) and cardiac
J. Biol. Chem. (2020) 295(51) 17383–17397
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The mole fractions of MV lever arm orientation in the post–power stroke state
were determined by simultaneous fitting a two-Gaussian distance distribution
model to power stroke and recovery stroke data. The error estimates are 667%
confidence interval determined by error plane analysis. For statistical significance,
each of the three nucleotide states of S217A was compared with the corresponding
nucleotide state in WT; no significant differences were found.

WT versus S217A (0.42 6 0.10 versus 0.60 6 0.15 events/s,
means 6 S.E.) (Fig. S9). See Table S3 for summary of optical
trapping results.

EDITORS' PICK: Coordinating actin binding and force generation in myosin
Coupling of the recovery stroke and ATP hydrolysis

muscle myosin (21) using an optical trap with microsecond
time resolution. Our results suggests that although the
mutation may have altered actin activation of the power
stroke and Pi release, it did not dramatically reduce the
working stroke rate constant and had no impact on the size of
the unitary displacements. These findings are also qualitatively
consistent with our time-resolved FRET studies, which demonstrated that S217A and WT MV have similar donor–acceptor
distance and distance distributions in the pre– and post–power
stroke states (Fig. 5). In addition, the mole fractions observed in
the pre– and post–power stroke states in different nucleotide
states were similar. Overall, the results are consistent with a
model in which the S217A mutant does not disrupt the overall
conformation of the pre– or post–power stroke conformations,
as well as the equilibrium between these states, but alters the
kinetics (transition states) of the transitions between these structural states.
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Impact of S217A on actin activation of the power stroke
Our results provide evidence that structural changes in the
actin-binding region are coupled to changes in the active site
during the initial events of the force-generating mechanism.
We found that S217A slows actin activation of the power stroke
and Pi release in solution, making them essentially appear to
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Figure 6. Ensemble average of single-molecule binding events. Singlemolecule optical trapping experiments were performed to determine the
impact of S217A on the step size and attached time. In addition, the rate of
the working stroke was examined by performing ensemble averaging of single-molecule binding events. A and B, each data point represents the average
of 244 and 333 observations for the WT (A) and S217A (B), respectively. The
start of the events were aligned to time 0 and the displacement immediately
prior to the binding event. Data were fit, from time 0, with a single exponential to determine the rate of the transition from unbound to bound (means 6
S.E.; see “Experimental procedures” for details about the analysis). The rate of
the working stroke was slightly faster in the mutant versus WT (p , 0.01), but
the positive displacements were similar (see Table S3 for summary). Insets
show representative raw displacement records from the single-molecule
laser trap assay. Arrows highlight actomyosin strong-binding events.

The recovery stroke in myosin is a key step that allows the
energy from ATP hydrolysis to be stored in the myosin motor
in a pre–force-generating state. There is strong evidence from
structural and solution biochemical studies for how myosin
transitions from a nucleotide-free (Apo state) to the ATPbound transition state in which the active site is primed for
ATP hydrolysis and the lever arm is in a pre–power stroke conformation (18, 22, 34–36). ATP binding to Apo myosin causes
the conserved elements of the active site, switch I, switch II,
and P-loop to form closed conformations in which they coordinate binding to the g-phosphate. The movement of switch II
into the closed conformation is associated with a shift in the
relay helix from a straight to a bent conformation, which alters
its interactions with the converter domain and helps position
the lever arm in the pre–power stroke position (34). Other
studies suggested that there is a second phase of the recovery
stroke that occurs with hydrolysis, but it was not known
whether this second phase is associated with a further change
in the lever arm position or simply local rearrangements in the
active site and/or converter/relay helix (37). Our results demonstrate that S217A allows for even faster movement of the lever arm into the pre–power stroke conformation, whereas the
active site is slower to hydrolyze ATP. The work of Forgacs et
al. (26) demonstrated that the tryptophan fluorescence signal
was nearly identical to the quench flow results, suggesting that
the tryptophan fluorescence signal reports hydrolysis in S217A
(26). Our work is consistent with a model in which ATP binding rapidly transitions myosin into a pre–power stroke conformation, primarily involving switch II, which is followed by a rearrangement of the active site to hydrolyze the g-phosphate,
involving both switch I and II (Fig. 7). Interestingly, it is the second transition associated with priming the active site for hydrolysis that is sensed by the nucleotide-sensitive tryptophan (Fig. S1).
Thus, S217A causes these events to become uncoupled and demonstrates that the transition to the pre–power stroke state is not
driven by the energy from hydrolysis but rather ATP binding to
switch II, which has been proposed in previous structural (34)
and kinetic studies (37). Interestingly, the ATP hydrolysis step
may stabilize the pre–power stroke conformation by promoting
local conformational changes around the relay helix and converter domain where the nucleotide-sensitive tryptophan is
located. Based on Forgacs et al. (26), the S217A mutant slows the
hydrolysis step without altering the equilibrium constant, and
our mole fraction results in the time-resolved FRET studies (Fig.
5) are in agreement with these conclusions. Overall, our studies
of the recovery stroke highlight that ATP binding drives the recovery stroke, whereas ATP hydrolysis may stabilize the pre–
power stroke conformation and control the number of myosins
in an ensemble that are primed to generate force.
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occur with the same rate constant (Fig. 3), whereas the rate of
the working stroke in the single-molecule assay is not dramatically slowed (Fig. 6). This suggests that an actin-dependent conformational change is slowed by S217A making this step ratelimiting in terms of triggering the power stroke and then Pi
release. Indeed our pyrene actin-binding studies directly demonstrate that S217A slows the rate of pyrene actin quenching
10-fold. One obvious possibility is that S217A alters the initial
weak interaction between actin and myosin; however, this
seems unlikely because the mutation is in the active site, and
weak binding is thought to be mediated by electrostatic interactions between actin and myosin (38, 39). Alternatively, S217A
may impact the transition from the weak binding state to the
initial stereospecifically bound force-bearing state with the cleft
open immediately prior to the power stroke. Woody et al. (21)
proposed the initial force-bearing pre–power stroke state based
on their ultra-fast optical trapping studies, which found evidence
for an actin-attached state that was populated prior to the working stroke, strong actin binding, and Pi release (21, 33). We also
propose that the initial force-bearing state is not a structural state
capable of releasing phosphate (e.g. the PiR proposed by Llinas et
al. (17)), because we demonstrate that Pi release only occurs after
the power stroke, which is likely coupled to cleft closure (strong
actin binding), based on the mechanical step and strong-binding
occurring concomitantly in the laser trap assay (Fig. 6). In addition, S217A would not be expected to alter the PiR state, because
PiR is mostly associated with changes in switch II with no major

changes in switch I (17), although the S217A mutation could
allosterically alter the conformation of switch II. However, it is
possible that structural changes in switch I were not observed in
the PiR crystal structure because actin binding is required to alter
the conformation of switch I. Indeed, there is strong evidence
that switch I is crucial for coupling the actin- and nucleotidebinding regions (40).
Another possible scenario is that S217A slows the power
stroke directly, which would have to occur before Pi release and
thus would become rate-limiting. We do not favor this hypothesis because slowing the power stroke step without altering
actin binding does not agree with the 20-fold decrease in the
actin dependence of the power stroke (Fig. 3), the pyrene actin
quenching data (Fig. 4), and our simulations (Figs. S3 and S4).
Also, the rate of the working stroke, which is rapid and similar
in WT and S217A in the single-molecule laser trap assay, is not
consistent with a slower power stroke in S217A (Fig. 6). Thus,
we propose that the S217A mutation impacts the ability to
form the initial force-bearing state, suggesting that the active
site must undergo actin-dependent structural changes, presumably involving switch I, before this important initial forcebearing state can form.
Updated model of force generation in myosin V
The impact of S217A on actin activation of the power stroke
and Pi release provides key insight into models that describe
J. Biol. Chem. (2020) 295(51) 17383–17397
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Figure 7. Model of actomyosin ATPase cycle and impact of S217A on specific steps. Myosin binds and hydrolyzes ATP, which produces a recovery stroke
that primes its lever arm for force generation (step 1). The inset highlights the key steps of the recovery stroke including formation of a collision complex with
ATP (step 1a, K1T), the movement of the lever arm during the recovery stroke (step 1b, K2T), and the hydrolysis of ATP in the active site (step 1c, KH). Myosin with
the products of ATP hydrolysis first binds weakly to actin through electrostatic interactions (step 2, KAssoc) and transitions into the initial force-bearing state
with intermediate actin affinity (step 3, KAssoc). In the initial force-bearing state, the actomyosin interface, active site, and lever arm are primed for the power
stroke. The fast power stroke is associated with a large rotation of the lever arm, which is coupled to strong actin binding and cleft closure (step 4, K´PWF). The
release of phosphate into solution occurs after the fast power stroke (step 5, K´Pi). This is followed by the slow power stroke (step 6, K’PWS), an active site isomerization that reduces the affinity of myosin for ADP (step 7, K´D´), and the release of ADP from the active site (step 8, K´D).
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actin quenching (Fig. 4) compared with the actin dependence
of the power stroke (Fig. 3 and Table 1). Overall, the current solution biochemistry, structural, and single-molecule studies are
consistent with the proposed model, but the exact structural
details of the actin-binding interface, active site, and lever arm
will need to be fully delineated.
Studies in muscle fibers support a model in which there is a
force-bearing state populated prior to force generation, which
is followed by the power stroke and then Pi release (45). The
strongest evidence is from studies that used caged phosphate to
demonstrate that Pi rebinding can reverse the force-generating
event in the presence of load, suggesting that Pi release occurs
after the power stroke (45, 46). Other models in which Pi
rebinding accelerates detachment from a post–power stroke
state have also been proposed to explain observations in the
motility assay (47, 48). Additionally, other muscle fiber studies
suggest there is flexibility in terms of when Pi release occurs in
relationship to the power stroke, which would indicate that the
power stroke does not gate Pi release (49, 50). However, this
model is difficult to reconcile with the rapid working stroke
rates observed in the ultra-fast optical trapping assay, because a
slower Pi release before the power stroke would greatly slow
the working stroke (21). Finally, it is important to note that Pi
release is impacted by load, as is indicated by optical trapping
results (21), and the model proposed here reflects the unloaded
situation.
Conservation and variation in the myosin force-generating
mechanism
Myosins have very different rates of ATPase cycling and
force generation, which allows them to perform specific biological functions. What steps in the proposed model are likely important for kinetically tuning myosins for their functional role
in the cells? Myosin V is a processive myosin that can function
as a single molecule to transport cargo along actin by spending
a large fraction of its ATPase cycle bound to actin and allowing
it to walk in a hand-over-hand manner (51, 52). In contrast,
muscle myosins function as an ensemble and only interact with
actin for a small fraction of their ATPase cycle (53). Therefore,
the overall rate of weak-to-strong transition is crucial for controlling the rate of entry into the force-bearing states. Myosin V
has a higher affinity for actin than myosin II in the weak-binding states, suggesting that it has a faster rate of association and
thus can more rapidly find its next binding site on actin (54). It
is possible that myosin V is tuned to rapidly transition from the
weak-binding to the initial force-bearing state, which involves
enhanced coupling between the active site and actin-binding
regions. Indeed, loop 2 in the actin-binding region was found to
be involved in enhancing the affinity of myosin V for actin in
the weak-binding states (39, 55), and myosin V has several additional positively charges residues in this loop that are known to
enhance overall weak-binding affinity (38). Another important
charged loop in the actin-binding interface, called the activation loop, was found to be important for actin activation of
ATPase activity (56). Therefore, surface loops in the actinbinding region, which tend to vary greatly between myosin isoforms (57), likely play a crucial role in allosterically coupling
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the sequence of events associated with force generation in myosins (Fig. 7). Myosin containing the hydrolyzed products in the
active site (M.ADP.Pi) forms a weak binding interaction with
actin with the lever arm in the pre–force-generating state and
the switch elements in the active site in closed conformations.
Strengthening of the actin-binding interface to form the initial
force-bearing state requires structural changes in the active
site. The formation of the initial force-bearing state is followed
by lever arm rotation and actin-binding cleft closure, which are
tightly coupled, and then Pi release occurs from a closed cleft
conformation. Our results do not distinguish whether Pi release
occurs through the back door (opening of switch II) (4, 17) or
through the trap door (opening of switch I) (41, 42). It is possible that the Pi enters the phosphate tunnel shortly after formation of the initial force-bearing state and that Pi is released after
the power stroke and cleft closure, as suggested in recent models (4, 43). However, our data would put constraints on the lifetime of such a state with Pi in the phosphate tunnel (;5 ms),
based on Pi entering the tunnel before the power stroke and
leaving at the observed 200 s21 rate constant. An excellent test
of this model would be to trap Pi in the tunnel with mutations
that do not disrupt entry into the tunnel but prevent its release
after the power stroke. Woody et al. (21) demonstrated that Pi
rebinding in the presence of load can reverse the working
stroke, providing strong evidence for the power stroke occurring before phosphate release. Therefore, we favor a model in
which the lever arm rotation associated with the power stroke
occurs rapidly with Pi still in the active site (or in the tunnel),
followed by the release of Pi from an intermediate-power stroke
and closed actin-binding cleft conformation.
The slower phase of the power stroke that occurs during the
actomyosin·ADP states is also slower in S217A, but because the
earlier steps are slowed (actin-activated power stroke), it is difficult to evaluate whether it is altered by the mutation and
hence the role of switch I in the process. Our simulations do
suggest that the equilibrium constant for this state is reduced
(Table S1) which may have implications for its ability to transition between actomyosin·ADP states in the presence of external loads (e.g. mechanosensitivity).
The proposed model that phosphate release occurs after the
power stroke and cleft closure is in agreement with previous
biochemical and biophysical studies. In myosin V, phosphate
release occurs at an observed rate of ;200 s21, whereas the rate
of the power stroke is clearly faster based on FRET measurements (;400 s21) (18, 22). In addition, the optical trapping
results in the current work and in previous studies with microsecond time resolution are consistent with a rapid working
stroke, which we assume is driven by rapid lever arm rotation,
and followed by a slower observed phosphate release (21, 33).
Most models assume that closure of the actin-binding cleft
occurs concomitantly with the power stroke because strong
attachment to actin would be required for force production. In
support, our previous FRET results demonstrated that the
actin-binding cleft closes rapidly before Pi release and pyrene
actin quenching (44). However, we proposed that pyrene
quenching does not report the cleft closure but another slower
transition that is sensed by the actin filament upon strong binding. This hypothesis is consistent with the slower rate of pyrene
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actin binding with structural changes in the active site. In addition, actin-regulatory proteins such as troponin-tropomyosin
may also be involved in coupling the actin- and nucleotidebinding regions that are important for mediating activation of
the power stroke. Indeed, the rate of attachment to actin and
phosphate release were demonstrated to be altered by the presence of troponin/tropomyosin in skeletal muscle (58–60).

ties compared with our previous work (18, 22, 27–29). The
steady-state and transient kinetic measurements comparing the
mutant and WT were mostly performed in parallel in KMg50
buffer at 25 °C to allow direct comparison to our previous work.
For the structural kinetic experiments, WT and S217A constructs
contained QSY-CaM and N-terminal FlAsH (MV-F.QSY-CAM)
(with 90–100% labeling efficiency) were also performed in parallel in KMg50 TCEP at 25 °C, unless otherwise noted.

Conclusions

Experimental procedures
Reagents
We prepared ATP and ADP fresh from powder using reagents
of the highest commercial availability, and concentrations were
determined by absorbance at 259 nm (e259 = 15,400 M21·cm21).
The chromophores, QSY-9, pyrene idoacetamide, and fluorescein bis-arsenical hairpin binding dye (FlAsH) were purchased
from Molecular Probes/Thermo Fisher. The fluorescently labeled
phosphate-binding protein (MDCC-PDP) was prepared as
described (61). mantADP was purchased from Jena Biosciences.
Protein construction, expression, and purification
We used the same chicken myosin V construct that was used
for our previous studies, containing the first IQ domain (residues 1–792), N-terminal tetracysteine motif, and C-terminal
Myc and FLAG tags (5, 18, 22, 29). We introduced the S217A
point mutation into this construct using QuikChange sitedirected mutagenesis (Stratagene). All constructs were coexpressed with calmodulin (CaM) in the baculovirus system and
purified by FLAG affinity chromatography. Labeling with
FlAsH and exchange of QSY-CaM was performed as previously
described (18, 22). Actin was purified from rabbit skeletal muscle
(62) obtained from Pell-Freeze and labeled with pyrene when
necessary (63). We performed all experiments in KMg50 buffer
(10 mM imidazole-HCl, 50 mM KCl, 1 mM EGTA, 1 mM MgCl2,
and 1 mM DTT) at pH 7.0 and 25 °C. We replaced DTT with
TCEP in all experiments involving FlAsH labeling. The expression and purification of both WT and S217A MV 1IQ (MV) constructs coexpressed with calmodulin gave similar yields and puri-

Steady-state ATPase activity
We examined steady-state actin-activated ATPase activity
using the NADH coupled assay (18, 22, 29). The maximum rate
of ATPase rate (kcat) and actin concentration at half-maximal
ATPase (KATPase) was determined from the hyperbolic fits of
the ATPase activity as a function of actin. The basal ATPase activity (v0) was determined in the absence of actin. The average
of at least three separate protein preparations was used to compare conditions. An unpaired Student’s t test was used to determine significant differences between WT and S217A.
Transient kinetic measurements
Examination of the major steps in the actomyosin ATPase
cycle was performed using transient kinetic analysis (18, 22,
64). An Applied Photophysics stopped-flow apparatus with a
dead time of 1.2 ms and 9.3-nm band pass was used for all
measurements. The intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence was
monitored by exciting the sample at 290 nm and measuring the
emission with a 320-nm long-pass filter. The mantADP fluorescence was monitored be exciting the mant fluorescence at 290
nm and measuring the emission with a 395-nm long-pass filter.
The pyrene actin fluorescence was excited at 365 nm, and the
emission was measured with a 395-nm long-pass filter. We
used 380 nm to excite MDCC-PBP, and the emission was measured with a 425-nm long-pass filter. The FRET signal was
monitored by exciting FlAsH at 488 nm and measuring the
emission with a 515-nm long-pass filter. KinTek Explorer was
used to evaluate kinetic models and determine the key steps
altered by the S217A mutation. An unpaired Student’s t test
was used to determine significant differences between WT and
S217A. The duty ratio was calculated with the following equation (26):
#
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 # " 
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8
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Transient time-resolved FRET
Analysis of the structural distribution of MV lever arm orientations was performed using TR2FRET. All experiments were
performed using a 473-nm, 5000-Hz pulsed laser with 1.0-ns
FWHM and a Biologic USA SFM/20 single-mix stopped flow
apparatus with 1.8-ms dead time and acquired with a fluorescence spectrophotometer with 125-ps resolution after passing
through a 520/15-nm Semrock bandpass filter. The fluorescence lifetime of the donor-only samples (MV-F) was fit for
both WT and S217A (n = 12 each, from two independent
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The current study utilized FRET and optical trapping to provide clear evidence that actin-dependent conformational
changes in the active site are required to trigger the power
stroke and force generation in myosin V. Our results are consistent with models in which the mechanical step (power stroke
and strong actin binding) occurs first, which is followed by a
highly irreversible chemical step (Pi release) to thermodynamically drive the reaction forward (18, 19). Variability in the
degree of coupling between the actin- and nucleotide-binding
regions could explain important differences in the rate of
attachment to actin observed in low and high duty ratio myosins. We have identified the switch I region as an important element of the active site that couples the actin- and nucleotidebinding regions during the initial phases of force generation.
Other details about how actin binding changes the active site
and specifically communicates that to the converter/lever arm
will be the subject of future studies.
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Optical trapping
The assay to determine the single-molecule mechanics and
kinetics was performed as previously described (66), with
minor modifications to accommodate the myosin V 1IQ constructs. Briefly, the myosin was adhered to a nitrocellulosecoated coverslip with 3-mm silica microspheres serving as pedestals for the myosin. Myosin was added at a concentration of
0.02 mg/ml to a flow cell precoated with anti-Myc antibody to
provide a substrate for myosin binding. The surface was then
blocked with BSA to prevent nonspecific interactions between
the actin filament and the antibody or surface. The experimental buffer included streptavidin-coated 1-mm silica microspheres, biotin/TRITC-labeled actin, oxygen scavengers, and
100 mM ATP, in addition to 60 mM KCl, 1 mM EGTA, 4 mM
MgCl2, and 1 mM DTT at pH 7.0. By maneuvering the piezocontrolled stage, the actin was attached to the optically trapped
1-mm microspheres and stretched such that 3–4 pN of pretension was applied to the filament. The two-trap stiffness
of the assembly was 0.03 pN/nm. Individual pedestals were
interrogated by lowering the bead–actin–bead assembly
near the surface. Only 1 in 12 pedestals displayed activity,
ensuring we were in a single-molecule regime. The data
were collected at 5 kHz and analyzed to identify individual
events using hidden Markov modeling, as previously described (67), algorithm in R. Changepoint analysis (68) was
used to locate the start and finish of each event. To determine the rate of the transition from weakly/unbound to
strongly bound, the positive displacement events were subjected to an ensemble averaging analysis, with minor modifications to previously described methods (69), and fit to a
single exponential to determine the rate constant of the
working stroke. Statistical differences between WT and
S217A were examined with an unpaired Student’s t test.
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Single-molecule laser trapping analysis
Single-molecule binding events were identified by applying a
two-state hidden Markov (HM) model to the running variance
and running mean of the raw trapping data using the depmixS4
R package (70). The running variance and running mean signals
were treated as conditionally independent in the HM model to
allow for the detection of events that produced zero displacement. Ultimately, the HM model categorized each window in
either of two states, which represented myosin being unattached or attached to an actin filament, respectively. Unitary
displacements were determined by taking the maximum window value from the running mean of each event.
The running windows were set at a window width (w) of 30
ms and moved 15-ms (w1/2) upon each advancement of the
running window. The half-overlapping windows decreased the
correlation between neighboring windows and provided a data
set that met the assumptions for the HM model’s transition
matrix (67) increasing the model’s ability to reliably detect
events. Consequently, the sliding windows decreased the time
resolution of the trapping signal by a factor of w1/2, resulting in
an artificial instrumental dead time of 15 ms. Moreover,
because events were identified based upon the running windows, initial estimates of the event durations were approximated (ton-app) by taking the product of the number of windows
(nw) that comprised an event and the conversion factor (w1/2)
between the length of the processed running window data set
and the original data set (ton-app = nw 3 w1/2).
To improve event duration measurements, we took the start
and end indices of each event identified by the HM model and
multiplied these time points by w1/2 to obtain the relative indices where the binding events occurred in the raw data trace.
Each event was then subset of the original raw trace, transformed with a 10-ms (nonsliding) running variance, and analyzed with a changepoint detection algorithm (68). Reanalyzing
each event at the original data collection frequency permitted
for more diverse and accurate event duration (ton-acc) measures,
which were calculated by differencing the changepoint identified start (cpstart) and end (cpend) indices of each event (ton-acc 5
cpend 2 cpstart). If the changepoint analysis failed to find an
optimal start or end of an event, then the ton-app value was used
for the event duration measurement.
Ensemble averaging of single-molecule events was performed with a similar procedure as described previously by
others (21, 33, 69) with slight modifications to accommodate
for differences in data collection techniques. The ensemble
averaged events are 60 ms long and only include events that
had positive displacements. Events meeting the inclusion criteria had the back 30% of their lengths removed in preparation
for event alignment. The changepoint analysis provided a new
relative time index for the start of each event, and as a result the
events could universally be reindexed with the same relative
time scale. The first data point in each event was indexed as
dp0, and thus each event was indexed as {dp0, dp1,. . ., dpn}c,
where dpn represents either the 300th data point (dp299) in the
event (corresponding to the first 60 ms of a longer event) or the
last data point of a shorter event (dp,299). For short events less
than 60 ms in which dpn , dp299, the average displacement of
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preparations) using FargoFit data analysis software to obtain
both lifetimes and amplitudes (65). The multiexponential lifetimes of the donor-plus-acceptor samples (MV-F.QSY-CaM)
were best fit to a two-Gaussian distance distribution, consistent
with a motor protein isomerizing between two structural states
during its ATP-driven kinetic cycle, as described in our previous publications along with detailed descriptions of the data
analysis (19). For the recovery stroke experiments, 80 nM MVF.QSY-CaM was mixed with 0–1.0 mM ATP (postmix concentrations). Similarly, for the power-stroke experiments, 80 nM
MV-F.QSY-CaM and 5.0 mM ATP was mixed with 5.0 mM
ADP and 0–40 mM actin. To reduce the signal-to-noise ratio to
below 1%, several acquisitions were averaged, depending on the
length of acquisition. 500 or more fluorescence waveforms
were acquired for all transient experiments. For every ATP and
actin concentration for the recovery-stroke and power-stroke
experiments, the data and standard deviations reported represent n  6 from two independent protein preparations. All
experiments were performed at 25.0 °C, regulated with a circulating water bath, and performed in KMg50 buffer with TCEP
at pH 7.0.
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the event was used to extend the event by dp299 2 dpn data
points to make all events equal lengths. Events were then
aligned horizontally at dp0, and all matching dpx values were
averaged together to create the final ensemble. The average
ensembles were then fit with a negative mono-exponential
equation using the drc and aomisc R packages to provide estimates of the rate of the working stroke and plot with the ggplot2
and cowplot R packages. Additional programming tools used
for building the analysis programs include the gtools, pracma,
and tidyverse packages.
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Table S1. Rate constants used for simulations.
Rate Constant (s-1)
WT
k’+1T
2
k’-1T
1000
k’+2T
1000
k’-2T
0.001
k+Dissoc
10
k-Dissoc
1000
k+H
320
k-H
80
k+Assoc
*50 or 85.5
k-Assoc
1000
k’+PWF
410
k’-'PWF
1
k’+Pi
500
k’-Pi
1
k’+PWS
80
k’-PWS
20
k’+D’
50
k’-D’
5
k’+D
24
k’-D
1
*Rate constant was only used for ATPase simulations.

S217A
1
1000
400
0.001
10
1000
8
2
*1.6 or 3.6
1000
410
1
500
1
40
80
50
5
46
1

Table S2. Transient time-resolved donor-only fluorescence parameters.
Amplitudes
Lifetimes
Construct
A1 (fraction)
A2 (fraction)
τ1 (ns)
τ2 (ns)
WT & S217A
0.61
0.39
4.68
0.51
The data sets for both WT and S217A were globally fit to a two exponential lifetime decay. No changes
in the donor-only fluorescence lifetimes were observed when comparing WT and S217A. When WT and
S217A were fit separately the time resolved lifetime parameters were not statistically different. χ2 =
0.82 for the globally fit model.

Table S3. Summary of optical trapping results.
a

Optical trapping (±SE)
Unitary displacement (nm)
Attached time (ms)

WT n=352
3.0±0.4
231±39

S217A n=428
*
4.9±0.4
*
112±17

b

WT n=244

S217A n=333

Ensemble averaging of positive
displacements (±SE)
Working stroke rate constant (s-1)
Unitary displacement (nm)
Event frequency (±SE)
Average event frequency per
experiment (events/sec)
a
See Figure S8
b
c

See Figure 6

See Figure S9

*

p < 0.01

629±16
6.9±0.1
WT n=15
0.42±0.10

*

867±33
6.6±0.1

S217A n=12
0.60±0.15

Figure S1. ATP binding and hydrolysis. The intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence enhancement observed
upon ATP binding to WT or S217A MV was used to monitor ATP binding and hydrolysis. MV was mixed
with varying concentrations of ATP and the fluorescence transients were fit to a single exponential function.
The observed rate constants were plot as a function of ATP concentration to determine the maximum rate
of ATP hydrolysis (k+H+-H) and second-order rate constant for ATP binding (K1Tk+2T).
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Figure S2. ATP-induced dissociation from pyrene actin. The ATP-induced transition into the weak actin
binding states was monitored by mixing a complex of pyrene acto-MV with varying concentration of ATP.
The pyrene fluorescence increase observed upon population of the weak actin binding states was best fit by
a two exponential function at each ATP concentration. The observed fast and slow phases were
hyperbolically dependent on ATP concentration. The fast phase was 90% and 70% of the fluorescence
signal in WT and S217A, respectively. The fast phase was used to determine the maximum rate of ATPinduced dissociation (k’+2T) and the second order rate constant for ATP binding to acto-MV (K’1Tk’+2T).
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Figure S3. Simulations of power stroke and phosphate release transients. The power stroke
fluorescence transients acquired at 30 µM actin are compared to simulations generated using the proposed
kinetic model (rate constants are in Table S2) for (A) WT and (C) S217A. The phosphate-release
fluorescence transients at 10 µM actin are compared to simulations generated using the proposed kinetic
model (rate constants are in Table S1) for (B) WT and (D) S217A.

kobs (s-1)
kobs (s-1)
Figure S4. Simulated data sets of the power stroke and phosphate release. Synthetic data was
generated using the proposed kinetic model and conditions used experimentally. The data were fit to the
appropriate exponential function. The rate constants of the fast power stroke (kFast Power) and phosphate
release (kPi) are shown in comparison to the experimental data for A) WT and B) S217A.
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Figure S5. Simulations of actin-activated ATPase. The proposed kinetic model was evaluated by
producing simulated actin-activated ATPase data using the rate constants shown in Table S1. The
simulated and experimental data are compared for A) WT and B) S217A.
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Figure S6. Fluorescence waveforms detection time-resolved FRET in different conditions. Timeresolved FRET measurements acquired under equilibrium or steady-state ATPase cycling biochemical
conditions for A) WT and B) S217A. The instrument response function (IRF), or detected laser pulse, is
shown in gray. Time-resolved fluorescence decays of FRET labeled MV samples (160 nM MV
FlAsH.QSY-CaM (Donor + Acceptor, D+A)) in three biochemical states: Apo (brown), with 20 µM Actin
and 4.0 mM ADP (navy), or with 4.0 mM ATP (magenta). The donor only fluorescence of 160 nM MV
FlAsH is shown for comparison (black)
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Figure S7. Transient time-resolved FRET (TR2FRET): time-resolved fluorescence waveform
acquisition of structural kinetics. A) Summary of rate constants from fitting the recovery-stroke
TR2FRET data. The fluorescence of 160 nM MV FlAsH.QSY-CaM changes upon rapid stopped-flow
mixing with varying concentrations of ATP and data were best fit to a two-exponential function. The
hyperbolic fit of the data allowed determination of the maximum rate of the fast and slow recovery stroke
rate constant (WT = 601±17 and 25±1 s-1; S217A = 1732±436 and 37±2 s-1, respectively). B) Summary of
rate constants from fitting the power-stroke TR2FRET. 160 nM MV and 10µM ATP were mixed with
5.0mM ADP and varying actin concentrations. Data were fit to a single exponential function and rate
constants plot as a function of actin concentration were fit to a linear relationship for both WT and S217A
(slope=1.17±0.04 and 0.36±0.01 µM-1·s-1, respectively) thus likely represents an ensemble of both the fast
and slow power stroke rate constants measured by sequential mix stopped-flow FRET (see Figure 3)

Figure S8. Single molecule optical trapping data distributions. Histograms of binding event
displacements for A) WT (blue) and B) S217A (red) fit with a Gaussian curve with the mean ± SD shown
in the insets. Distributions of event lifetimes for C) WT and D) S217A, fit to a single exponential decay
with average event lifetime (1/) shown in the insets. Events were detected using a Hidden-Markov analysis
and the start and end of each event was determined using change-point analysis (see Methods).
Representative raw displacement records are show in the main text (see Figure 6). See Table S3 for
summary and statistical analysis. E) Event lifetime data replotted as cumulative distributions with the
median values indicated for the WT (red) and S217A (blue).

Figure S9. Event frequencies for optical trapping data. Each data represents a recording of data over a
period of time ranging from 30sec to 2min. Within each recording the event frequency was determined as
the number of events divided by the duration of the recording. Grey diamond and error bars represent the
mean and SD. The Mean and SEM are 0.424±0.102 for WT and 0.601±0.0.152 for S217A. The number of
records were n=15 and n=12 for WT and S217A, respectively. Significance was tested using a Welch Two
Sample t test (p = 0.3447). See Table S3 for summary.

